
Date & Title: 18th April Salisbury 5f Novice 

4.25 Jim Rockford, Joegogo 

3.75 Bodybuilder, Zalshah 

3.5 Headway, Luna Eclipse 

3.25  

3  

2.75 Hastenplace 

2.5 Reverberation, Vegas Boy, Gaelic Spirit 

2.25  

2 Cranworth Phoenix 

1.5 Youkan, Devil Or Angel 

1 Cabanon Bay 

Preview – Both Jim Rockford and Headway ran in the Newbury maiden that I seem to have over-

rated so badly, subsequent disappointments have been Spoof-twice, Jim Rockford himself and  

Qaaraat. Headway finished a neck second to the winner that day who has not yet re-appeared. It will 

be interesting to see if Headway is actually another small one reflecting the difficulty of ‘seeing’ early 

season small ready ones for what they really are when there is nothing bigger to act as a frame of 

reference. 

I shall be going to Salisbury, so will at least have an opportunity to spot where I went wrong! 

One mini angle to look out for here is Wayne Clifford owned runners for The Wily Welshman. 

Prior race notes 

Headway – Medium, powerfully made in a compact package. Kept rugged until the last second so 

little opportunity for inspection but good impression. Bit keen early and had to be restrained back by 

Cosgrave possibly surrendering 4l to Embour and 2l to GT. No stick used unlike the 1st and 3rd. 

Promising 87 

Jim Rockford – Top end of small but a different bulkier model than Gold Town. Looked to be a good 

walker. Spent the first 2.5f fighting for his head yet still finished off with enthusiasm. 79 

Youkan review – Yet another frustrating race. Very pleasing to highlight Joegogo who was 2nd at 

14/1. He missed the break and had to go all around the field to make his challenge but I don’t think 

he would ever have won. 



 

Youkan – Big strong top end of medium chap, might continue to develop and win at a higher level as 

he did this without really being asked for a lot but perhaps lacks a touch of class. 85 



 

Joegogo – Stocky and strongly made, simply a complete size and a half smaller than the winner. He 

was clearly here to win if he could as after missing the break he was hard ridden for the last 3f to get 

to a challenging position, unsurprisingly he was then unable to go through with his effort in the last 

half furlong. 74 



 

Luna Eclipse – Calling and very green in the paddock, well-made attractive and rangy type. 75 



 

Gaelic Spirit – Odd how Joe Tuite’s 2yos get backed in to favouritism on debut yet never win. This 

filly is a small and plain model, looked very fit but fly jumped at the start and was then very keen and 

ran out of steam toward the end. A now type, not enough scope to achieve a great deal. 69 



 

Jim Rockford – Top end of small, all a bit rounded at the back, just looks slow and nurseries for him 

now. 65 



 

Reverberation – Neat and ready type, not looking sharp enough for today but athletic in a smallish 

frame. Had no luck in running and was staying on ok at the end. Should do better nto 71 



 

Bodybuilder – A lot of front and middle but tailing off a bit. Like most of Hannon’s this year looking 

far from highly tuned. Ok for an ordinary maiden I should think with usual development. 71 

 



Hastenplace – Ordinary 60 

 

Devil Or Angel – Lightly made filly without much scope. Bill Turner usually has them ready to go and 

she looked like that, so probably not much more to come. 58 



 

Cranworth Phoenix- Rabbit 45 



 

Cabanon Bay – Small and downhill, not horrible. 56 


